
At Stephen Johnson Photography, we take the imparting of  information and the em-
powerment of  our students quite seriously. The digital age has considerably enhanced 
our ability to teach, and we believe your ability to capture what you see. This program is 
designed to help you benefit from both of  these advances. 

Field Workshops
Since 1978 when I began this field workshop program, I have come to consider it one 
of  the most effective teaching formats available. The assistance I can provide in the field 
helps to prevent many of  the problems students encounter in the darkroom, chemical 
or electronic. Whether it is looking through viewfinders and discussing composition, or 
talking through a difficult exposure problem, these field workshops have proven to be 
very useful and enjoyable experience. Individual problem solving is a high priority in my 
workshop program. Classes are kept small to maximize individual attention.

Studio Workshops
I founded the Digital Studio Workshop program in 1992 in response to the growing 
need for education with photography’s transition from silver to digital. Since that time, 
thousands of  students have come through the program locally, and at various locations 
around the US, Europe and Mexico. 

Fully Equipped Hands-on Digital Photography Lab
In the past, I have been frustrated in teaching digital printing. I wanted to teach hands-on 
classes more often, but my own space was limited to seminar and demonstration. Other 
labs were under-powered, under-equipped and constrained on ink and paper. I gradually 
became determined to build my own facility that could rise beyond those constraints.

With these desires in mind, I have assembled our digital lab with the equipment to 
teach printing and digital photography the way I think it ought to be done, with solid 
information, great facilities and careful feedback, proper lighting, time and thought.

We hope you can join us on a workshop.

Current Workshop Schedule 2012

Pt. Reyes National Seashore
April 21-23, 2012

Pt. Lobos and Carmel
April 28-30, 2012

Fine Art Digital Printing Hands-on
May 5-8, 2012

Highway One: San Francisco South
May 19-20, 2012

RAW to Print: A Summer Digital Bootcamp
July 16-21, 2012

The Fine Print: A Week of  Advanced Hands-
on Printing Work with Steve
July 23-27, 2012

Iceland Wonder
August 24-September 2, 2012
email for additional info

Mono Lake and the Eastern Sierra
October 13-16, 2012

All Studio Workshops are conducted in our Pacifica, 
California Studios (near San Francisco), run from 
9am to 5pm
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